Behold, the ark of the covenant of the Lord of all the earth passes over before you into Jordan. Josh. 3:11
The Academy of On

The word “On” signifies the Light of awakened consciousness, the divine “I Am.” The temples and halls of the academy in the city of On (in Egypt) constituted the greatest center of learning in the ancient world.

The Roman historian Flavius Josephus reported that Abraham taught in this once great center. The Egyptian historian Manetho stated that Moses was a High Priest of the Brotherhood at On. Moses was “instructed in all the wisdom of the Egyptians.” Acts 7:22. The city of On or Annu (later called Heliopolis) was a stopover for the Holy Family while exiled in Egypt. At a sycamore fig tree, according to Coptic Christian teachings, Yeshua caused a spring with sweet water to come forth. “Out of Egypt I called my Son.” Mat. 2:15.
Priest-scientists of the ancient Academy established encoded time-structures on the energy grid of the earth (i.e. at Stonehenge, see work of Dr. J.J. Hurtak, *The Book of Knowledge: The Keys of Enoch®*).

The Great Pyramid at Giza contains mathematical ciphers for the cycle of soul development, it is a model of ascension (an “altar to YHWH,” Is. 19:19). The Capstone symbolizes the completion of the Pyramid and the return of the Lords of Light who bring the teachings that reconnect our world with the higher thresholds of administration, i.e in Orion and the Pleiades (Job 38:31).

A “Capstone teaching” (Zech. 4:7) is connected to a unity of celestial commands, a three-fold structure of Word, Law, and Vehicle as demonstrated by Jesus-Moses-Elijah on the Mount of Transfiguration. The Paradise Trinity is connected to Metatron-Michael-Melchizedek forming a Davidic shield.

The timeline in the Great Pyramid reveals the messianic cycle and the return of the Capstone.

A Capstone teaching reconnects us with our parent body of Light and our parent thresholds of governance with teachings that bring spirit and science together through, for example, the following spiritual sciences:

1. Sacred Geometry and energy grids of the earth,
2. The connection of these grids to star thresholds used in guiding our development,
3. Subtle energies of the body and garments of Light quickened in music, meditation, and Word of God,
4. Manna: spiritual food and science of matter to light through energy conversion (Mat. 13:33),
5. Astronomical alignment marking cycles of soul development,
6. Astronomical thresholds: spiritual energies and hierarchical governance,
7. Sacred weights and measures in the greater pattern of consciousness mapping,
8. Higher language codes and the power of prophetic Word to awaken the soul to its purpose (in greater service),
9. Higher Judgment and Law providing necessary corrective in the repairing of the universe,
10. Key to the Life Code within DNA/RNA as gift of image and foundation for new bodies of Light.

The Academy teaching uses Templates (encoded diagrams, i.e. the Capstone Template pictured above) to transform consciousness. They are a study of scripture with key codes of Light and geometries of the fabric and plan of creation. The Templates are a means to reveal image within scripture. Coming to know the message and mystery is one way we can identify ourselves through the Scriptures of Light.

The Academy of On is referenced because it represents the inner mystery of direct grid impact affecting our soul evolution from the higher Administration of our universe. We ultimately arrive at the time when we work with the Brotherhoods of Light in the Assembly of the Firstborn (Heb. 12:22-24).

The work of the Academy of On links origins of the consciousness raising Light Program Israel (“those who contend with God until Victory”) to the present "space-time overlap" at the end of the cycle. Tree of Life teachings and the spiritual sciences of the many universes are preparation for the World to Come.
The topics in the following sections reveal connections between the star thresholds, the energy grids of the earth, time cycle, DNA/RNA, and other spiritual sciences used to regather the sparks within the Tree of Life.

The Earth’s energy grid and Five Hawks Effigy Mounds

An appointed time has been set for an assembly at the Five Hawks Effigy Mounds near Prior Lake, Minnesota: Wednesday, July 16, 2014. Although little remains of the original mounds, the site remains a place of energy flow on the planet (similar to a point on the acupuncture meridians of the body).

Among Native American teachers, some describe the mounds as thunderbird effigies, and one article on the recent history of the site states: “Most scholars believe that the birds were a graphic representation of the Upper World shown by the Thunderbird.”
The thunderbird corresponds with the triangular opening of the seventh or crown chakra (top of the head), the place of connection to the “upper world” (symbolically over the head).

Native Americans sometimes symbolize the thunderbird with a triangle as the body. This symbolism represents the “lightning” or “quickening” from the heavens above and corresponds to the term “lightning path” of spiritual emanation in the Tree of Life teachings (Pro. 3:18, Rev. 22:14).

In Buddhism and Hinduism, the “dorje” and “vajra” convey the same idea and are known as a “thunderbolt” or “diamond scepter.” In the ancient tradition of On, the thunderbolt through the crown chakra is called the “Counting Scepter” (Page 7).

Counting, in a sacred sense, often relates to “seven,” for example:

- seventh day as Sabbath,
- seven weeks of seven days (leading to Pentecost and the “eighth” day seat of Covenant),
- seven years of a shemitah cycle (“release,” a sabbatical year),
- seven groups of seven years culminating in a Jubilee in the 50th year (Lev. 25:8-12),
- seven chakra vortices or “seals” of the body.

The number seven therefore indicates the potential freedom and restoration of spiritual connection associated with the completion of a cycle. The ancient Phoenix or Egyptian “Bennu,” also relates to the completion of a cycle. The Phoenix was known as “Lord of the Royal Jubilee.”

Another “seven” in the Holy Bible relates to “prophetic years,” or years of 360 days. In Dan. 12:7, the word “time” corresponds to 360 days, “times” refers to the double of 360 or 720 days, and “half of time” to 180 days. The total is 1260 days (or 3½ “prophetic years,” half of a seven year cycle).

Half of a seven year cycle of prophetic years is shown in the Book of Revelation, i.e. Ch. 11:2-3 where it is described both as “42 months,” and “1260 days,” (the time alloted for the two witnesses to prophesy in Rev. 11:3). This “six groupings of seven months” is the basis of a prophetic timeline.

Prophecy is given both as judgment (for necessary corrective) and as a quickening of consciousness to call us into the higher pattern. The quickening is the thunderbolt of higher spiritual energies, the prophetic Word.

According to this pattern two such timelines have been given in the current work of the Academy of On to mark events during the increasing overlap of higher dimensions of Light. The first timeline began July 21, 2010 and the second Sept. 5, 2013 (these are counted as day “1,” however Heb. days are evening to evening, so the night before is the actual start of the day being counted).

The two timelines overlap by 118 days from Rosh Hashanah 2013 to the last day of the year, Dec. 31, 2013 (when the star Sirius reaches its highest point in the sky, on the meridian, at midnight).
From the beginning of the first timeline (July 21, 2010), the total number of days to the day given for the prayers at the Five Hawks site (on 7-16, 2014) is 1457 (inclusive). 1457 equals the total value of the Hebrew letters in the following verse:

1457 = Ps. 87:6, YHWH shall count, when he writes up the people, that this man was born there. Selah.

“Born there,” in Zion, symbolic of the nexus of the people of Light. The Counting Scepter Template is shown below, it contains the Royal Mount Zion Seal within (as the coded white disk in the center).

The Counting Scepter corresponds to the seventh chakra as it connects to the “world above.” The world above is the next chakra level(s). Seven “days” of creation are seven chakra levels of the body (points of energy transduction, i.e. “navel,” “heart,” “third eye,” “crown,” etc.). The “eighth day” (above the crown) is the eighth chakra seen as the inner Seal of the Template below (the white disk in the center).

Symbolically we can describe the “heart” of the thunderbird (Counting Scepter or lightning from the Tree of Life) as the Royal Mount Zion Seal at the eighth chakra, the location of the Pentecostal flame over the heads of the apostles (e.g. Acts Ch. 2) and the seat of Covenant.

Covenant is God’s promise that reconnects the body as “seven chakras” to the parent body of Light beginning with the eighth chakra, the “eighth day.” (Lev. 23:34-36, Acts 7:8). For example, the Resurrection of Christ on Sunday was the “eighth day” (after the week of seven completed on Saturday).

Counting “sevens” also goes with counting “twelves:” from the same Psalm mentioned above: Ps. 87:2, He loves the gates of Zion more than all the dwellings of Jacob.

The “dwellings of Jacob,” who had twelve sons, correspond to the twelve divisions of zodiacal movement, each averaging 2160 years. One degree of precessional movement of this great time clock is approximately 72 years. In the description of the Exodus, the three verses of Ch. 14:19-21 each have 72 letters and combine to form a sacred grid of 216 letters or 72 triples. This grid is symbolized in the 72 points of the outer wheel around the Counting Scepter Template below.
I Am that I Am. Ex. 3:14

The Counting Scepter and the thunderbirds of the Effigy Mounds refer to the Holy Spirit’s power to work in and out of all levels of consciousness time. They also correspond to the “Tent of Meeting” (at the “appointed times”) or Tabernacle of the Congregation:

Ex. 38:8, *And he made the laver of brass, and the foot of it of brass, of the looking-glasses of the women assembling, which assembled at the door of the tabernacle of the congregation.*
The table below contains “ten creational tones,” roots within the Tree of consciousness development. The tones are from the center disk of the Template above. The center white disk is the Royal Mount Zion Seal. The center column gives a related meaning or mystery and the column on the right identifies a correlation with the spheres of the traditional Tree of Life model (example on page 20).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sephirah</th>
<th>Ten Tones of the Royal Mount Zion Seal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ONS</td>
<td>The consciousness of being (arising from the primordial mound, i.e. of ancient On). Whole Light of Metatron (El Shaddai, i.e. Gen. 17:1, “Almighty”).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOS</td>
<td>Gnosis: the moment Light instruction is realized and informs the inner Light body. Consciousness transference.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONS</td>
<td>Core Pattern. Higher Wisdom reflected through the “appointed times” set by the “moon” (Ps. 104:19), alignment with the Parent body of Light.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TILS</td>
<td>Time, sequence, and meridians of energy conversion in the opening and aligning of consciousness gates. Shekinah as conductor of cycle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEPK</td>
<td>“Sep” as root of Hb. “increase,” i.e. “Joseph.” Sep-K with K for “Ka” as “divine double” or the parent body of Light. Joseph is associated with the Tree sphere known as “foundation,” and in ancient Egyptian mystery, the setting of the foundation was administered by the archetype “SEPhKet-Abwy.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TANS</td>
<td>Root of Leviathan, the kundalini forces symbolized by a caduceus (Job 41). Related to the Hb. word “nachash,” for “bronze,” or “brass,” i.e. the brazen serpent Moses raised on a pole to heal the people (Nu. 21:8-9, Jn. 3:14).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EOS</td>
<td>Greek word for “dawn” corresponding to “wings of the morning” (Ps. 139:9) and the heliacal rise of Sirius. Gen. 49:27, Sol. 6:10. Creative power.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEPT</td>
<td>“Peh Ptah:” Capstone set. The Father creates with His Word. The “opening of the mouth” initiation, precession codes, and the journey to “face to face.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOS</td>
<td>Reversed as “Sode” (Hb. “secret” or “mystery”), the deepest level of interpretation of scripture as the “received wisdom” and spiritual science of the many universes (Ps. 25:14, Amos 3:7, Rev. 10:7).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NUNK</td>
<td>“Nun” as “fish” or “soul” (in the waters of space and time) is given the “ankh” or “key of life” and Christ Mystery that it may receive and be resurrected off the cross of space and time.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Template above is based on a cross section of the Great Pyramid, looking east. The timeline is proceeding from the left (north) to the Queen’s Chamber (center bottom) and up to the “great step” in the Grand Gallery (two headed phoenix) continuing to the King’s Chamber (in the blue octagon).

The horizontal black line (bottom lower left) is a segment of the Queen’s Chamber passage. This passageway is used to set a scale of “one day equals one inch.” Thus the first timeline ends on Dec. 31st, 2013 as the scale reaches the exact center of the Queen’s Chamber. The south star shaft of the Queen’s Chamber points to the star Sirius (anciently related to “Isis”) at certain points of the great cycle. The night of Dec. 31st Sirius will be culminating to its highest annual point in the night sky.

In this progression of the timeline through a cross-section of the passageways, the corner of the implied “full design” Capstone was reached on the day of the Vernal Equinox 2013 (day 974). The center plane of the Capstone will be reached on Dec. 31, 2013 (again, when the star Sirius is culminating on the midnight meridian). The gold timeline is then 118 days old and continues from the “great step” directly overhead (shown by the phoenix symbol) continuing toward the antechamber and King’s Chamber.
The Eye of Heru-Ur (Horus) shown in the Template above is placed at day “1010” (4-25, 2013). From the gold number at the far left, day “563” to the 1010th day is 447 days. It is another 447 days to the Five Hawks date of 7-16, 2014 (Five Hawks is located at latitude 44.7).

The Eye of the Hawk is shown extending up to the gold timeline from a special cosine sequence (corresponding to the original “Cosine of Judah” prophecy in the Keys, Key 206, Dr. J.J. Hurtak).

The Eye of Heru-Ur symbolizes spiritual science of the Almighty, or higher Light physics of Metatron (another name for Heb. Shaddai as used for example in Gen. 17:1, both names, Shaddai and Metatron, have a Heb. gematria letter value of 314 indicating π). Below: the Atonement Eye (Book of Levels, Ch. 10, Academy of On) is placed in the Pyramid (the “Benjamin gates” are when the star Sirius rises with the Sun on Aug. 9th each year. The “heliacal rise” of Sirius was an ancient calendrical marker):

My Eye is open to My people, I now look to see who is open to Me.

Each year, according to Sir Flinders Petrie, the Sun shines down the south star shaft of the King’s Chamber on 11-02. 11-02, 2011 was the beginning of a 1335 day segment of time that equals the inches of measure across the Eye as set under the Grand Gallery and King’s Chamber passage and King’s Chamber (Hurtak, Keys, Key 206). 1102 is associated with the Tone of PEPT in the table above, page 8.

11-02, 2013 is the exact center of both timelines combined, its point is marked inside the Queen’s Chamber and is shown in the Template on the previous page as the orange tent--tent of meeting.

Nov. 2nd is currently the time of the year when the “seven stars” (the Pleiades) traverse the night sky to set at dawn, to turn darkness into dawn (Amos 5:8). “Dawn” is the Tone EOS in the table on page 8.
The number 1335 is in Dan. 12:12: *Blessed is he that waits, and comes to the thousand three hundred thirty-five days.*

The vesica shaped eye-opening in the Atonement Template above has a width of 1335 inches (or days).\(^1\) The Eye centers between two “gemstones” of the breastplate, the sapphire marking the 11-02, 2011 described above and the diamond, gold day 663 (shown with the ninth atonement flame). The height of the eye opening (according to the sq. rt. of 3) is 771 inches, giving the diameter of the eye circle (the gold ring). This measure was originally revealed in the center of the Crown Template below:

The Crown Template identifies the thirty windows of the Stonehenge circle centered in relation to throne energies of Alcyone in the Pleiades: a “central Sun” around which the energies of the zodiacal wheel are centered, a threshold we will cross, all who have the blood of the Lamb on their doorpost.

Thirty Hb. letter lameds (with a value of 30 each) mark the codes that correspond to primary grid point vortices surrounding the earth that are being connected to the Lamb’s throne as part of the “Return of the Capstone.”

771 doubled equals the phrase from Deu. 33:14, *And for the precious fruits brought forth by the sun...”*

\(^1\) From the inception point of the Christ triangle (at the entrance to the Grand Gallery in the Pyramid) to the “step down” in the Queen's passage is also 1335 inches. The timeline day marking the “step down,” day 940, coincided with the Russian Meteor at Chelyabinsk.
The above described relationships and timings in the Great Pyramid, (as the “sign and witness” Is. 19:20) correspond to increased energies that impact the invisible network of the earth grid:

Becker Hagens Earth Grid map showing energy lines of geometric grid. The Five Hawks effigy mounds are near the energy line connecting to Mount Blanca in the San Luis Valley, SW of Pueblo, Colorado.

**Latitude 44.7**

When the earth is viewed as surrounded by an invisible geometric structure (similar to the way crystals and snowflakes form), we can understand how certain points on the earth contain more vibrational resonance than others. The Bermuda triangle (center of Atlantis as shown above), Easter Island, and Hawaii, for example, are locations that interconnect to reveal a geometric grid of energy vortices and interconnected lines of force.

Such amplification of “spiritual energy” in the use of “sacred geometry” is also accomplished on a smaller scale, for example in many Temples, Pyramids, and Marian Cathedrals. The precise science of the geometry used is a key factor in why something unique is felt upon entering “sacred space.” It is more pronounced when the proper geometry is used on a primary point of energy flow of the earth grid, i.e. the Mayan Pyramids, Stonehenge, and the Great Pyramid.

The Great Pyramid is a key point where the earth grid connects to the celestial grid (Hurtak, Keys, Key 108).

The ancient Academy of On worked with the development of this grid of consciousness raising energy by establishing megalithic structures at vortices or intersections of the connecting energy lines. Many such structures reveal their location on the grid through a mathematical code.

One example is the location of the 60 stones forming the Stonehenge temple in England: multiplying the 51 degrees times the minutes, 10, times the seconds, 42.35294118, of latitude at Stonehenge yields the number 21600 (ten times the diameter of the moon in miles).
Thus the sixty stones used to make the 360 degree circle of the Stonehenge temple identify the code that places itself on the grid: 60 stones x 360 degrees = 21600. In addition to representing the “latitude multiplied” as just described, 21600 equals the polar circumference of the earth in nautical miles.

Many ancient grid point structures, including some mounds in North America, confirm this science based on a mathematical code and an original prime meridian marked by the Great Pyramid of Giza, an altar to YHWH (the “sign and witness” of Is. 19:19-20. The letter values of these two verses in the Book of Isaiah combine to equal the height of the Pyramid in inches, 5449).

The effigy mounds at Five Hawks MN. are located at a latitude of 44.7 degrees (44 degrees, 42 minutes). Long before Five Hawks was revealed as a destination in our work, the number 447 appeared on the Rapture of Judah Template (Ch. 5, Book of Levels). One example are the Heb. letters under the moon in the picture at right, and another in the excerpt of the Template’s prototype painting at left.

447 equals the Heb. gematria value for hoshea na, “save now” (Ps. 118:25). The "save now" in Hebrew transcribed into the Greek language is Hosanna (in the highest!, Mat. 21:9. Jn. 12:13). The Gr. gematria of Hosannah is 1102. The number 1102 (and date code as 11-02) was originally described in The Book of Levels, Ch. 11 (Academy of On). On the Redemptive Seed of On Template (page 9), there are 447 days from the Hawks Eye to the Five Hawks date.

The Red Heifer

In the Book of Numbers, Ch. 19, the decree of the “red heifer” is given. The mystery of the red heifer refers both to purification as well as time cycle.

“19” represents the period of a nineteen year lunar cycle whereby the Hebrew calendar is divided into twelve regular and seven “leap” years. This division maintains a regularity between solar years and lunar months. In this way, the Biblical feast days are harmonized both within the month (lunar) and the season of the year (solar).

The Heb. calendar provides the set times for aligning to the higher pattern (i.e. Sabbaths, Pentecost, feast days etc.). To fulfill, Yeshua had to be THE Lamb offered on the Passover, a key timing of higher pattern.

The mystery of the red heifer also refers to the purification of the soul who touched death (or is “dead” on the karmic wheel of “death and rebirth,” i.e. “yoked,” Hos. 11:4, Mat. 11:29).

The red heifer was “not yoked” (i.e. not subject to karmic burden), and the purification process represents a return to the time prior to the death function, symbolically the “sixth day” of Creation (or the sphere of Yesod on the Tree of Life). The sixth day is when Adam was created (obtaining “knowledge,” i.e. the sixth chakra awakened--SEPK in the chart on page 8).

A “calf” symbolizes the use of the powers represented by the Hebrew letters in seeding creation. For example, Abraham creates a calf for the three angels to eat in Gen. 18. And I will multiply thy seed as the stars of the heavens, Gen. 22:17, and thy seed shall possess the gate of the enemy--or be able to overcome the “death function,” the entropy of the karmic wheel.

If these letters/powers are misused, a degrading of the image code takes place such as in the creating of the golden calf (idolatry, the use of a false image).
The red heifer in particular incorporates both the creational mystery with the letters as well as the timings that keep us in sync with the higher pattern. *The letters are the “stones” that build the Temple within.*

The red heifer symbolizes the purified body that can maintain the similitude of YHWH and be resurrected into the Tree of Life according to the body and blood of Christ. The seeding takes place according to a manifold working with the divine letter grids and the Ten Emanations of the Tree of Life, a *fiery Law.*

_The golden calf (idol) was the misuse of the letters of creation (dust to dust), the red heifer (ashes to ashes) is the mystery of purification of those who have been “dead” on the karmic wheel to receive the recoding of the DNA/RNA in the exchanging of the garments of YHWH through the power of the Holy Spirit and the regency of the Anointed Son whose body, gewiyiah, is the Resurrection of the Adam Kadmon for the people of God, the Ammi Shaddai. Amen._

From the Epistle of Barnabas 8:1: _...the calf is Jesus._

### The Key to the Life Code

In *The Book of Knowledge: The Keys of Enoch®*, by Dr. J.J. Hurtak, Key 202 details how the four letters of the Divine Name YHWH establish the 64 triple combinations of the DNA-RNA grid. This is why it is said: _we are created in His Image, literally! (Gen. 1:27)._**

And have put on the new man, which is renewed in knowledge after the image of Him that created him, Col. 3:10.

Being taken off the wheel of karma through the atonement of the blood of Christ is what prepares us to become the “new man” of Col. 3:10.

The “manifold” that works with the life code corresponds to star thresholds such as Sirius, Pleiades, and Orion (“...seed as the stars of the heavens…” Gen. 22:17).

In some Native American traditions the star associations form the Sacred White Buffalo: the Belt of Orion is the midsection, Betelgeuse and Rigel form the spine, Sirius is the tail, and the seven stars of the Pleiades are the head.

Both the administration and energetic influences of these higher thresholds is paramount to the life processes:

*Job 38:31, Can you bind the sweet influences of the Pleiades, or loose the bands of Orion?*

Since the image code originates from a higher fabric that seeds life through a Light manifold, and since the seeding process takes place in
relation to various higher thresholds, (for example the Lamb’s throne in the Pleiades, Hurtak, Keyx, Key 106), we understand why we are witnesses: we are being given the knowledge of having been created in the image of God. Thus we claim our origin as “star seed” and our inheritance as sojourners in a great exodus to newly created worlds.

Is. 43:10-11, Ye are my witnesses, says YHWH, and my servant whom I have chosen: that ye may know and believe me, and understand that I am He: before me there was no God (El) formed, neither shall there be after me. I, even I, am YHWH; and beside me there is no saviour.

(The value of the Hebrew letters in the two verses above total 5356, the total number of counters in the Seal of Melchizedek as detailed in Ch. 12 of the Book of Levels, see below)

The number 1457, as the total day count for the Five Hawks gathering, was coded on the DNA Template above, several years before the date was given. 1457 is the value (Hebrew gematria) of Is. 43:15, (located just following the verses above): I am YHWH, your Holy One, the creator of Israel, your King.

A Seal of Melchizedek is shown at right. As a figurate diagram the center hexagon contains 919 dots. 919 is the Gr. letter value of the name “Melchizedek” as spelled in the New Testament.

The 7-16, 2014 date (related to the prayers for peace at the Five Hawks grid point) corresponds to the Hebrew calendar date of Tammuz 18, the traditional day marking the destroying of the golden calf idol by Moses. At that time Orion will be rising with the Sun.

Josh. 3:5, And Joshua said unto the people, Sanctify yourselves: for tomorrow YHWH will do wonders among you.

Hearing the Word of God, that is how we sanctify ourselves.
The Sound of the Trumpet: the Purpose of the Judgments

The purpose of the Judgments (such as the seven trumps in the Book of Revelation) is to call the soul to the moment of realization that it is responsible for the separation and in need of the corrective that restores it face to face with the higher Will:

*Face to face is the full knowing of Will. Once you uncover who I Am, you can fully embrace who you are.*

The trumps declare that “choice” must be met within each soul. In the time of starvation, those who are not seeking must meet what they’ve been creating.

A slumbering soul fails to ask the question, why am I here? Science without Spirit cannot answer this question. Spiritual impulses without wisdom cannot bring us into knowing within the Tree of Life.

Be forewarned: the picture in the mind of the Behemoth is your strongest desire.

The Holy Grail is not a physical bloodline of Christ but a profound receiving of the supernal mysteries. Through the higher teachings a soul will be awakened, remember, and recognize the teachers and Lords of Light returning to unlock ancient wisdom and dispense divine instruction.

The Grail is symbolic of our blood consciousness forever changed to be in resonance with the Christ through the atonement, the higher geometries of Light, and the power of the Word—*my sheep know my voice.*

Joseph’s cup, which he used to “observe signs” is described as “silver” in Gen. 44:2. The Hb. for “silver cup,” is *gabia ha-keseph.* An anagram of the Hb. word for silver, *keseph,* is SEPK, a tone of the Royal Mount Zion Seal. The SEPK code corresponds to the Tree of Life sphere of Yesod, the sphere associated with Joseph.

Gen. 44:2, *And put my cup, the silver cup, in the sack's mouth of the youngest, and his corn money. And he did according to the word that Joseph had spoken.*

The “youngest” is a reference to Benjamin who represents the “wolf star” or Sirius (Gen. 49:27). Joseph, connected with our local level of administration from Arcturus, connects the shepherding function with the counting of days through Sirius. This is symbolically the Sphinx head of the Adamic seeding of Light placed on the body of our lion sun system to open the matrix through the gate of Benjamin. *All who open the womb are mine* (Ex. 13:2, Lu. 2:23).

*We pray to YHWH for those who find themselves trapped by the false authorities, by the limitation of the Light and false teachings, that they may be brought into the sheepfolds set up by the Grace of the Father’s Plan, the Office of the Christ and the Order of Melchizedek, and by teachers who have been prepared and sent forth with the proper education and preparation. We pray for the protection and the shielding of the children who are affected by the absence of love and the nurturing care. May God protect them from harm. May the outpouring of the Holy Spirit come to the children, that through them their parents may come to see innocence as hope for a new and better world. Amen.*
The “M” in the Capstone: the Keeper of the Way of the Tree of Life

Metatron (or El Shaddai, i.e. Gen. 17:1) is symbolized within the Capstone, traditionally the highest archangel of the Tree of Life and referred to in the Zohar (Book of Splendor) as the “keeper of the way of the Tree of Life.”

Thus, in the work of the Academy of On, the Eye of Heru-Ur is symbolically the Metatronic science within the Capstone of the Father’s Creation. This Eye is symbolic of the connection to the parent Light body (Dr. J.J. Hurtak, Keys, Key 316). Important to this higher science is the rectification of two “eyes”: Sidereal and Orbital years.²

The Moon symbolizes the sphere of Shekinah Holy Spirit in the Tree of Life (the Bride). She “receives the Light of the Sun (sphere of Tiphereth, known as “Sun”) and reflects the pass-over of the parent body of Light to the people marking the set times of awakening in the heart of the higher mystery (Ps. 104:19, the moon is given for appointed times). Moon and Capstone are related: the perimeter of the base of the full design Capstone measures 2288.8 inches, the speed of the moon in mph: 33 minutes of arc per hour.

Metatron is the “Garment” of the Father, the outer Light providing the “substance,” of creation, the “something from no-thing,” or “ayin” as the pupil of the Eye. Yesh M’Ayin.

In the “pupil of the Eye” within the Great Pyramid is a chamber prophesied by Dr. Hurtak to open as the final completion of the Pyramid Mystery (Key 206). This chamber is also called the Chamber of Shu. (Blue circle at right).

Shu symbolizes the connective force between earth and the heavens, air, light and radiance. From the Pyramid Texts (excerpt of Utterance 505, paragraph 1090):

² The Earth’s elliptical orbit (anomalistic or orbital year) is defined by the perihelion when the earth is closest to the Sun (approx. Jan. 4th currently) and the aphelion (when earth is farthest from the Sun, approx. July 5th). The orbital ring slowly moves forward relative to the fixed stars (the opposite motion of the Precession of the Equinoxes). This function of the anomalistic year is related to the symbolism shown on the Templates as an Eye of Heru-Ur (Horus). The Eye also symbolizes this apsidal precession of the orbit, “Daniel’s time:” the 2300 days of time in Dan. Ch. 8 equals 40 days of apsidal precession, here’s how: there are approx. 57.5 years required for the apsides to progress one day relative to the precession of the equinoxes. Converting the symbolism of “days” to “years” (as in Eze. 4:6), the result is that in 2300 years the apsides will have traveled to an alignment 40 calendar days from where they began. “40 days” or converting back to years, is symbolic of the crossing of the wilderness--the crossing of the time barrier.

“Wings of Palmoni”

The orbital year (slightly longer than a precessional year) causes the earth to move closer or farther away from the Sun throughout the year by approx. 17,000 miles each day. Therefore on Jan. 4 the Sun is only 91.4 million miles away and on July 5, it is 94.5. This anomalistic year cycle is coded in the measures of the footprint of the “full design” base of the Great Pyramid as is the cycle of the precession of the equinoxes. It is through divine measure the two cycles or “eyes” become rectified with the solar year (Enoch circle, Gen. 5:23) to receive the Capstone of higher energies. The Capstone picture above has the number 924726, given prior to the Revelation Time Table of The Book of Levels. This number equates to the distance the earth is from the Sun on 11-02 (Nov. 2nd): 92.4726 million miles. As we now know, this is the mystery of the “1102” code having been set with a picture of a Capstone on the Revelation Time Table (Ch. 11, Book of Levels, small excerpt shown above right). 11-02 then marks several key dates on the timelines i.e. the corner of the Eye and the day when the Pleiades set at dawn to turn darkness into morning, Amos 5:8. (“seed of Lamb's throne in the Pleiades into the womb of Sirius).
Prophecy manifests proper time sequence connecting above and below. The key dates of the gold “timeline of judgment” are alignments with nodes of intersection and cosmic overlap that are taking place regardless of attempts to alter the timeline of earthly events.

Fallen Lords attempt to manipulate consciousness “expectation” to generate attunement to their programming through insertion of fear in the “consensus reality.” Annihilation results from their cacophony and negation; they “cut themselves off” from the Source and the harmonic structures nurturing life processes.

False authorities will attempt to deceive the righteous seed. In whose name do they come? In whose image? What covenant do they operate under? Do they know the Father? Do they know the redemptive purpose of His plan? Do they use signs to convince and misdirect?

**A true sign gives witness of a divine mystery,** one that has already been prepared precept upon precept by revelation given in the name of YHWH. Amos 3:7, *Surely Adonai YHWH will do nothing, but he reveals his secret unto his servants the prophets.*

The response is to use the cumulative and protective effects of sacred music, mantra, prayer, and hearing the Word of God in peace and preparation. Mat. 6:21, *For where your treasure is, there will your heart be also.*

Mantra for protection and greeting of the Lords of Light (Is. 6:3), *Holy, Holy, Holy, is the sovereign Lord of Hosts:*

Kodoish, Kodoish, Kodoish, Adonai Tsebayoth, 

**Healing in His Wings**

In Sanskrit the subtle spiritual energy forces of the spinal column are called “kundalini,” meaning “lock of hair of the beloved.” Compare the verse from Song of Songs 4:1, *you have doves’ eyes within your locks.* (TANS in the Ten Tones chart shown on page 8).

When the kundalini force is called to rise and stand in longitudinal wave formation, the two spiraling energies cancel each other’s electro-magnetic fields creating a NULL. Soul becomes a Soul-Spirit fused with the breath of life, the neshamah.

Through the equilibrium of cuboctahedral geometry, consciousness accesses the universal circuitry of higher mind—*with two wings he did fly.*

The door to the Father is only through the rectified form, the Son in the image of the Father, the Amen at the end of the locks of Love.

Rev. 22:14, “Happy are those who wash their robes, that the authority [Gr. exousia] to go to the Trees of Life may be theirs and that they may gain entrance into the city by its gates.”

Prophetic Word contains the power to clean, seed, prepare, and make aware. The Word certifies the giving of authority to enter the Tree of Life.

*I have established this people, הָעַם הָאוֹדֹה within my lock.
I will not remove my face from before them.*
Outline of Spiritual Sciences Within the Work of the Academy of On

A. Vehicle of Time Translation: Merkabah

1. Building the Temple Within
   a. Gematria, mathematical codings within Scripture for building the consciousness body
   b. Temurah, expansion and refinement through the power of the letters of the Hebrew alphabet
   c. Notariqon, consciousness depth through inner language coding

2. Wheels within wheels: Ophanim
   a. space-time overlap
   b. phi and nature, phi and consciousness, phi and time
   c. cycle, set times, and consciousness gates (incl. “Heavenly Constructs” of Tree pathways)
   d. be aware: abomination of desolation: when higher teachings are persecuted in order to separate
      key components of the full Light Vehicle, that it not form within the soul’s experience.

3. Consciousness Time-Space

4. Music, mantra, Divine Names, and the whole armor of God

B. Treasuries of the Snow

1. Sacred Geometry including Figurate Geometry
   a. Geometry of the Vacuum
   b. Earth grid geometries
   c. Hyperspace lattice: arrows in the hand of a mighty man
   d. Atomic clusters: sacred geometry in Chemistry

2. Frequency, phase, and vibrational signatures: Diamond body

C. Garments of Light

1. Created in the Image: DNA/RNA, the Decalogue, and the mystery of the manifold
2. Kundalini and higher meridians: “train up a youth in the way he should go” (Pro. 22:6)
3. Higher bodies of Light including “Joseph’s coat of many colors”

D. Manna: potable gold, synaptic superconductivity, new name, and the food of the spirit

E. Higher Thresholds

1. Astronomy and Sacred Measure
2. Spiritual Administration, Seraphic government, and the family of God
3. The pattern of creation, ascension, and the four worlds (Asiyah, Yetzirah, Briah, Atziluth)

F. Resurrection and Ascension

1. Restoring and unifying soul vehicles
2. Christ baptism of spirit and fire
3. Whole Light and Metatronic physics (beyond earth based “meta-physics”)
4. Active love of the Shekinah with Christ mysteries, Sonship mystery, and Victory
The unique layout of the Tree of Life diagram above shows two green connecting lines from the spheres of mercy and judgment down to the Shekinah divine feminine at the base of the Tree. The Shekinah sphere is symbolically the Moon, the Bride, and the assembly of Israel (those who contend with God until Victory).

The Adamic fall from the state of grace and equilibrium resulted in an imbalance of polarities, a using of knowledge without understanding and without due process. As the rebalance (of the tongue of Decree) takes place, the eternal Light of the Shekinah is restored to union with Tiphereth in the heart of the Tree (symbolized by the red ring around the letter “aleph.” Tiphereth, or “Beauty” is also symbolically called Bridegroom, Heaven, and the Sun.

The bride is adorned in the hidden point of the Tree (shown with a black obelisk, a memorial to the Creator’s presence, the Holy Spirit. The gold Eye of Heru-Ur is the higher science of encoding those walking with God with new bodies of Light (i.e. Joseph’s coat of many colors).

The Tree is a model of the interconnections within the divine family, Ammi Shaddai. The Five Hawks grid point work takes place according to the code “Hebron” linking it with the stellar influences from the heart of Orion. Hebron means association, a link to the Brotherhoods of Light and angelic myriads building the Kingdom of God.
Hebron is the area associated with the cave Abraham purchased as a burial site. The Zohar identifies this “double” cave as the “entrance to Eden.”

**The Central Sun**

Dan. 12:3, *And they that be wise shall shine as the brightness (zohar) of the firmament; and they that turn many to righteousness as the stars for ever and ever.*

The brightness of the firmament is the Tiphereth sphere as the Sun, Yeshua gives the key reference in the New Testament:

Mat. 13:41-43, *The Son of man shall send forth his angels, and they shall gather out of his kingdom all things that offend, and them which do iniquity; And shall cast them into a fiery furnace: there shall be wailing and gnashing of teeth. Then shall the righteous shine forth [zohar] as the sun in the kingdom of their Father. Who has ears to hear, let him hear.*

“The righteous shine forth as the sun,” directly references Dan. 12:3, the Zohar brightness (as translated in the Heb. version of Mat. 13:43).

“The righteous shine forth as the sun” also compares to Mal. 4:2, “But unto you who fear my name shall arise the Sun of Righteousness with healing in his wings...” The winged sun symbol (Tree sphere of Beauty) is the ancient archetype also known as the Aton.

...in his name as Shu Who Is in the Aton, living forever and ever; the living great Aton who is in jubilee,

The metaphorical use of “Sun” refers to a radiant source of Light and spiritual essence beyond the physical Sun, it is the “Beauty sphere” in the Zohar teachings (the center sphere of the Tree of Life, also called Heaven, and YHWH. Tiphereth is the “third day” of the seven lower spheres).

Ps. 84:11, *For YHWH Elohim is a sun and shield: grace and glory are what He gives: YHWH will not withhold good (tov) from those who walk uprightly.*

The simile “as the Sun” references a higher place: “in the kingdom of their Father.” Such symbolism is used because it conceals and reveals a divine principle, especially when it is an eternal aspect of the One (Pro. 25:2, Mark 4:12-13).

From Mat. 13:43 above: “In the kingdom of their Father:” this is the Tree of Life (Pro. 3:8, Rev. 22:14), specifically the sphere of the Bride-Moon-Shekinah, also called “Kingdom” (Hb. Malkuth).

Also from Mat. 13 above, “and cast them into a fiery furnace:” In the Book of Daniel, the fiery furnace (Aram. “attuwn” cognate with “aton”) was turned up seven times for seven chakra levels.

As the energies increase, the “fiery furnace of the wicked” is their own unprepared and misdirected system of internal energies. It is triggered by the increasing vibrations of the time of harvest. Some are triggered into awakening while others are blocked in denial. The furnace becomes a consuming fire or the place of meeting the angels who are “reaping” at the conclusion of this system of things.

Dan. 7:9-10, *I beheld till the thrones were cast down, and the Ancient of Days (Ar. Atiq Yomin) did sit, whose garment was white as snow, and the hair of his head like the pure wool: his throne was like the fiery flame, and his wheels as burning fire. A fiery stream issued and came forth from before him: thousand thousands ministered unto him, and ten thousand times ten thousand stood before him: the judgment was set, and the books were opened.*
### Synopsis of Seven Prophecies given in the work of the Academy of On:

*If you see prophecy as a seed you shall see it, but if as a fruit it shall slip from your hand.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Rosh Hashanah 2013 begins the “gold” timeline of the Witness Program. With the Eye setting in the Pyramid, it is a time of increased opening for the Father’s program of Victory to connect with the grids of the Earth. The new Program of Victory is the great message of salvation for the souls who have been trapped within the wheels of time pending their receipt of knowledge of the Resurrection and Ascension.</td>
<td>Shekinah to Yesod</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>A priesthood is being assembled which the world does not know. They are priests of the Order of Melchi-Tsedek, full of the Spirit of Wisdom, ordained in the mystery of transference.</td>
<td>Yesod to Tiphereth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>The holy Prophets bring forth teaching and scripture as part of an ancient and ongoing continuum of revelatory Word transubstantiated from the greater Mind and patterned according to the Infinite Way. The Torah d’Atziluth is the Instruction of Light from the higher Emanations of the Tree of Life given at the time of the harvest that you may <em>Know Him in His Word</em>.</td>
<td>Hod to Geburah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Our planet has been operating through the northern star shafts of Judgment, the recycling of souls based on the karmic controls of the circumpolar star fields. The reactivation of the south star shafts aligned with the Capstone triangulate Sirius, Alcyone, and Alnitak reconnecting us to the core grid network, the astrophysical thresholds from which we were originally established in our cycles. The base perimeter of the “full design” Capstone measures 2288.8 inches, the speed of the moon in mph: 33 minutes of arc per hour. The star field of Alcyone is the point of seeding from the Lamb’s throne, located at the 33rd degree of the zodiacal wheel. Yeshua lived 33 years. The <em>Return of the Capstone</em> sends out a new consciousness envelope for soul transcendence, an immanent upgrade within the Adam Kadmon. Temple Endowment, that is what makes a hearer hear, loosening the bands of Orion. Resurrection codes of the Cosmic Christ are given for transport to other mansion worlds. The spontaneous transformation of the Merkabah Vehicle of Light transports souls from one threshold to another. This (Heb. <em>zeh</em>) is <em>On</em> within the triangulation of three higher chakra thresholds.</td>
<td>Netzach to Chesed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Those who sealed the records of time are called to re-open the records of time. The Origin of the Light Program will be rediscovered, the inner chamber is the key.

The chamber is symbolized by the closed Heb. letter “final mem” of Is. 9:7 (Ω), the closed womb of space and time opened by the Messiah. The key of His chariot is Enoch, Elijah, and the number 37.

Lords of Light return to unlock ancient wisdom and dispense divine instruction. Yeshua ha-Meshiah announces His house over the house of Babel. His house is a mighty House of David. Many have no house, but in that day all will have a house. Therefore know from which house you come.

Key-codes of consciousness are given with knowledge of the thresholds to open gates for an Exodus to a celestial field of glory.

For the sake of innocence I will not hold my tongue.